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Abstract: The Cassini mission made an unexpected discovery when it found evidence of linear dune
fields on Titan’s surface. The orientation of the dunes and their interaction with topography allow
scientists to estimate the dominant wind direction on the surface of Titan. There is some consensus
in the community that the dune-forming winds must be net westerly, however, there is an active
debate about the dune-forming wind regime. This debate has been guided by several studies of
Earth dune fields considered analogous to the Titan dunes including those in Namibia, the Sahara,
the Serengeti, and China. Complicating this active debate about the surface wind regime is the fact
that global circulation models (GCMs) have historically not been able to reproduce westerly surface
winds in the tropics. Here we use the Titan Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) to quantify the
impact of topography and an added torque on Titan’s dune-forming winds. Dunes tend to form
at higher elevations on Titan, and adding topography to the model alters the near-surface wind
directions, making them more westerly and consistent with the dune orientations. The addition of
topography and added torque create a wind regime that is consistent with linear dunes in areas of
stabilized sediment.
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1. Introduction

The Cassini mission made an unexpected discovery when it found evidence of linear dune fields
on Titan’s surface [1,2]. The radar dark dunes have a mostly tropical distribution between +/−30◦

latitude that extends to all longitudes. Cassini has imaged thousands of dunes throughout its mission,
many of which are observed to divert around topography. The crestline orientations of the dunes
and their interaction with topography allow scientists to estimate the dominant wind direction on the
surface of Titan. There is some consensus in the community that the dune-forming winds produce an
eastward net transport, and are therefore predominantly westerly (West to East) [1–6].

The Titan surface wind regimes that have been proposed, mostly based on studies of
morphologically similar Earth dune fields, are as follows: westerly winds with a fluctuating tidal
component [1], bimodal (coming from two directions) westerly [2], bimodal easterly [5], unimodal
westerly [4], bimodal and slightly westerly [6], and both unimodal and bimodal westerly winds [7].
Titan’s dunes have been proposed to be longitudinal, which only form in a specific type of wind regime
with bimodal winds having roughly equal magnitudes and divergence angles of greater than 90◦ [8].
In which case, some of these theories are in conflict with maximum gross bedform-normal transport
theory (MGBNT) for the alignment in a given wind regime [9,10]. It is not certain that Titan’s dunes
are longitudinal, however, and there are other ways to form linear dunes. For example, in areas with
stabilized sediment, linear dunes form downwind of the sediment source [4].

There is an active debate about the dune-forming wind regimes. This debate has been guided
by several studies of Earth dune fields considered analogous to the Titan dunes including those in
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Namibia, the Sahara, the Serengeti, and China [1,2,4]. The linear dunes have been considered analogs
to Namibian dunes due to morphological similarities [2]. The presence and morphology of these dunes
can aid our understanding of the dune-forming winds on Titan. Complicating this active debate about
the surface wind regime is the fact that global circulation models (GCMs) have historically not been
able to reproduce westerly (prograde) surface winds in the tropics [5,11–14].

Several GCMs have offered detailed results of the surface wind patterns and how they relate to
the dunes across different orbital periods [5,6,15]. There are currently three leading hypotheses that
overcome the apparent discrepancy between GCM surface winds and dune orientations. First, one
GCM found that despite predominantly easterly winds near equinox, there is a brief period of fast
westerlies [6]. The usual surface winds in this GCM are easterly and usually around 1 m/s, however
near equinox there are strong westerly winds of a slightly higher magnitude, 1.5 m/s. Although
westerly winds are rare, their increased velocity allows them to carry sand grains while the weaker
easterly winds cannot, thus building the dunes [6]. This is based on the principle that the potential
saltation flux is proportional to the cube of friction velocity, thus the sand flux is very sensitive to the
wind strength [16,17]. Other studies suggested that Titan’s dunes form over orbital time scales and
may not be in equilibrium with the current wind regime [15,18]. Finally, there is a hypothesis that gust
fronts from convective storms drive dune formation [19].

In this paper we present results from the Titan Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) GCM that
includes the effects of topography and zonal nudging. We show that these model additions can change
our simulated surface wind pattern, creating large areas with westerlies in the tropics that are more
consistent with dune formation theories.

2. Description of the Model

In this study we use the Titan CAM model which is based on NCAR’s Community Atmospheres
Model (CAM v.3) [11,12]. We run the model at 4 × 5◦ resolution. This GCM uses a finite volume
scheme and two stream radiative transfer. In this study we run simulations with two variations to the
Titan CAM model; topography and a zonal wind torque term.

The topographic map, generated by the Cassini radar team, was reduced to 4 × 5◦ resolution and
incorporated into our model [20]. Since these simulations were carried out, an updated version of the
topographic map was published [21]. The most notable updates include higher coverage at the poles,
improved fits to the global shape, and finer resolution of interpolation. The higher polar coverage
and finer resolution do not affect this study, as it focuses on the tropics and reduces the resolution of
the topography. The global shape is improved slightly, and the depth of Xanadu is slightly increased,
which could create small quantitative differences. However, these differences would not qualitatively
change the results or conclusions of this paper.

We also experiment with adding a torque term to the zonal wind. This torque was originally
incorporated into the model to accelerate the zonal winds to match the observed super-rotation [12].
The CAM v3 model has a well-known problem of an overly dissipative dynamical core that creates
zonal wind profiles that are an order of magnitude lower than observations. This torque term was
empirically determined to match the vertical profile of the observed zonal wind. See [12] for a longer
discussion of the torque term, zonal wind profile, and angular momentum. The added zonal torque is
maximum at the equator and has a gaussian dependence on latitude with an e-folding distance of 30◦.
The equatorial (EQ) torque is pressure dependent and decreases to zero at the surface (146,594 Pa). This
torque term is a relatively small, but constant correction to the zonal wind. Near Titan’s surface, the
magnitude of the added torque term is 104 times smaller than the maximum tidal torques. However,
the tidal torques tend to cancel out over a Titan day, while this added torque is constant in time and has
a net effect of accelerating the winds. An unintentional but interesting side effect of adding topography
to the model is that the surface pressure is no longer uniform, and the added torque accelerated the
winds according to the surface elevation. The added torque changes sign from prograde to retrograde
at pressures below 146,594 Pa. At lower pressures (higher elevations), the torque is prograde (westerly).
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Figure 1 shows the added torque in our lowest model layer at 170 m altitude (above the surface
elevation). Warm colors are prograde and cool colors are retrograde directions.

Figure 1. Added torque (m/s2) in our lowest model layer at 170 m altitude. Warm colors are prograde
(westerly) and cool colors are retrograde directions.

3. Results

3.1. Dune Location Analysis

We overlay the dune orientation directions [22] onto the topographic map provided by the Cassini
Radar team [20] in Figure 2. The topography in this map has been binned at 1◦ resolution. A histogram
of the elevations of all Titan latitudes below 30◦ and those locations with dunes present shows that
dunes tend to lie at higher elevations (Figure 3). The mean elevation of the dunes compared with a
2575 km spheroid is −99 m. The mean elevation of equatorial region (+/− 30◦) is −183 m, and the mean
elevation for all of Titan is at –388 m. Titan’s dune fields lie at significantly higher elevations (p < 0.01)
than most of the tropics (+/− 30◦). Other studies have also found that dune locations are correlated
with topographic highs in the equatorial regions [21]. However, the dunes may lie in local basins, as is
the case with sand seas on Earth spanning an area greater than 12,000 km2 [23] as well as the similarly
large north polar sand seas on Mars [24]. Thus, our analysis is not necessarily at odds with Le Gall
et al. [25] who argued that dune fields lie at low elevations. Their paper looked at each dune field in
detail, while we investigate on a much larger scale. Titan’s dunes appear to be interrupted (deflected
or truncated) by steep slopes, even if the change in elevation is small, but they may not be affected
by large changes in elevation over long distances, i.e., low slopes [20]. The goal of this paper is to
investigate the dune-forming winds with a GCM that runs at 4 × 5◦ latitude x longitude resolution,
so modeling the dune fields at higher resolution is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 4 shows the latitudinal and longitudinal distribution of the dune fields. The dashed lines
in Figure 4 show the mean elevation in 1◦ bins. Surface zonal mean elevation is relatively high in the
tropics and midlatitudes and low at the poles. The meridional mean surface elevation and number of
grid cells with dune fields seem to follow a similar pattern of highs and lows.

For a dune to form there needs to be sufficient sediment supply and suitable wind conditions.
These conditions appear to be more prevalent at low latitudes and high elevations on Titan. It has been
proposed that wetlands or moist conditions may suppress dune formation at low elevations [26].
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Figure 2. Titan surface topography (m) created by the Cassini Radar Team [20] overlain with dune
orientations [22].

Figure 3. Hypsometry of 1 × 1◦ grid cells at dune locations, less than 30◦ latitude, and of all Titan.

3.2. GCM Simulations of the Near-Surface Winds

We run four simulations at 4 × 5◦ resolution to explore our two model additions mentioned
above, topography and added torque. The simulations are 1) the base case model (BC), 2) the BC with
topography, 3) the BC with added torque, and 4) the BC with added torque and topography. Figure 5
shows the near-surface zonal winds (color) and wind directions (arrows) on Titan averaged over an
Earth year during the Northern hemisphere winter for each simulation. The near-surface winds are
from our lowest model layer midpoint at 170 m altitude.
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Figure 4. Profiles of the area-weighted number of 5◦ bins with dune fields (solid) and the area-weighted
mean elevation in 1◦ bins (dashed) in latitude (top) and longitude (bottom).

Figure 5. Zonal winds (m/s, colors) with wind vectors over plotted for the four simulations. The color
bar indicates magnitudes for the zonal wind component. Note the change in scale. Clockwise from the
upper left, they are: 1) the base case model (BC), 2) BC with topography, 3) BC with topography and
torque, 4) BC with torque.
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In our base case model, we see few areas with annual average prograde westerly near-surface
winds at low latitudes (Figure 5, upper left). We do have bands of westerly winds in the midlatitudes
that fluctuate seasonally, however they rarely lie within 30◦ of the equator. The tropics in this simulation
have easterly winds which are inconsistent with the wind direction from the Huygens probe descent [27]
as well as the dune-forming wind theories discussed above. The Huygens probe (10.5◦ S, 192◦ W)
reached a maximum horizontal velocity of 0.73 m/s toward the east in the last half kilometer of altitude,
however, at 130 m above the surface, similar in height to our lowest model layer (170 m), the Huygens
probe was moving at 0.3 m/s to the east [27,28]. This is within the range of wind velocities in our base
case simulation, but in the opposite direction. Analysis of the Huygens probe wind suggested that
its velocity switched direction twice in the last 5 kilometers of descent, which is inconsistent with an
Ekman spiral, and likely due to the weak Coriolis force [29].

Adding realistic topography to our model drastically changes the near-surface winds (Figure 5,
upper right). Topography reduces the magnitude of the winds by about a factor of five, however,
the winds change direction to be more consistent with dune orientations. Much of the tropics in this
simulation have prograde westerlies with average wind velocities up to 0.3 m/s, with some areas of the
tropics still producing easterly winds with similar magnitudes. The westerlies in this simulation are
more consistent with the Huygens probe direction near the surface [28]. The Huygens probe velocities
are near the high end of the velocities in this simulation, however, given the coarse grid used and
time averaging, we cannot say that they are inconsistent. Thus, we find that topography may play a
necessary role in shaping the surface winds on Titan that form dunes.

Furthermore, the addition of topography and added torque has the interesting effect of creating
easterly winds at low elevations, but westerly winds at higher elevations where dunes are located
(Figure 5, bottom right). The added torque is relatively small, however the interaction with topography
creates a wind pattern that is very consistent with the dune orientations. Large areas of the tropics,
especially those at higher elevations, and with dunes present, have westerly winds up to 1.1 m/s in this
simulation. These winds are consistent in direction and velocity with the Huygens measurements.
There is also a positive correlation between the wind speed in this simulation and dune presence.
The correspondence in this simulation of westerly winds with the dune locations may suggest an
as yet unknown physical process, such as downslope winds that may play an important role in
dune formation.

The addition of the added torque (Figure 5, bottom left) to our base case model creates easterly
winds of several meters per second. These near-surface winds are inconsistent with all of the
dune-forming wind theories, which require net westerly winds, in direction and magnitude as well as
the Huygens descent probe tracking. The wind pattern in this simulation aligns with the imposed
torque in the model with winds occurring the strongest at the equator and decreasing with latitude.
This simulation is inconsistent with Titan’s dune-forming winds.

Westerly winds may not be sufficient to form Titan’s dunes. It has been shown that for longitudinal
dunes, nearly equal bimodal winds are required with divergence angles greater than 90◦ [9]. However,
it is unclear if Titan’s dunes are longitudinal or stabilized linear dunes [4]. Figure 6 shows rose diagrams
compiled over a Titan year for the whole tropics. The wind pattern for the base case model (upper left)
is bimodal with both directions being easterly and about 68◦ apart. The simulation with topography
(upper right) has a multitude of directions, but at any given location, the winds are predominantly
bimodal with angles greater than 90◦. It appears that the forced dynamics (bottom two panels, Figure 6)
remove much of the bimodality that is shown to create longitudinal dunes. The added torque in
the bottom two simulations acts in different directions due to the pressure dependence of the torque
term. Much of the tropics are at high elevations and experience a prograde torque. This bimodality is
important for determining the type of dunes created. Thus, only the simulation with topography is
consistent with longitudinal dune formation and westerly surface winds. However, as noted above,
there are other methods of creating linear dunes, such as by stabilizing sediment.
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Figure 6. Downwind wind rose diagrams (wind directions from the center out) for the tropics (+/−30◦)
for one Titan year. Placement is the same as Figure 5. Note the changes in scale.

Dune formation occurs due to a spatial or temporal decrease in the sand-carrying capacity of the
wind in areas with strong enough wind that sand can be mobilized [30]. Given Titan’s fairly weak
winds, a minimum condition needed for dune formation is sufficient wind speed to lift sand particles.
That threshold wind speed is debated, but could be <1 m/s [17,31]. Histograms of our simulated wind
speeds at all locations (clear) and those with dunes (shaded) are shown in Figure 7. We find that on
average, dunes are present in grids with slightly higher wind speeds in our simulations, however
the correlation is low, 0.01–0.2. This is not surprising, as many other factors control dune presence
including sediment availability and sufficiently low sediment cohesion. This could also potentially be
due to the fact our model resolution does not resolve the local winds. The wind speeds shown here
are averaged over several Titan days and are less than the maximum instantaneous wind speeds that
would actually move the sediment. Furthermore, recent laboratory analysis suggests that sustained
movement of grains on Mars, and presumably on Titan, can be maintained by impacts from saltating
grains, which requires lower wind speeds than direct fluid drag [32].

3.3. Resultant Drift Direction and Maximum Gross Bedform-Normal Transport

The resultant drift direction (RDD) is the mean direction of the potential sand transport over
a period of time, typically at least one Earth year (following the terminology and method of [30]).
The movement of sediment depends on the surface wind speed and the threshold speed for saltation.
We calculate the RDD in a manner similar to that used in [5]. We assume that the threshold friction
speed scales logarithmically with altitude and is a function of our lowest model layer winds at 170 m
above the surface. In Figure 8 we plot rose diagrams of the mean RDD for all grid boxes with dunes
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present in our four simulations from four different threshold speeds for saltation as well as the observed
mean dune crestline orientations. The winds in most simulations transport sediment in the opposite
direction of the dune crestline orientations. The dune crestlines point in the direction of the expected
average prevailing winds based on analysis of the dune interaction with topography [22]. However, the
base case simulation with a high wind threshold and the simulation with added torque and topography,
have RDDs that are consistent with the dune crestline orientations, meaning they transport sediment in
the direction of the dune crestline orientation. This is further evident in Figure 9, which maps the RDD
directions from each simulation onto the elevation and dune orientation map in Figure 2. The RDD
directions here are plotted every other latitude bin and every third longitude bin.

Figure 7. Average wind speed histograms of the simulations during one Titan year. Outlines indicate
all of Titan, while the shaded region indicates grid cells with dunes.

Dune formation theory suggests that linear dunes can form in two modes depending on the
sediment stability. If the sediment is unstable, dunes will orient themselves perpendicular to the
direction of gross transport of sediment, which is typically different than the RDD [9,10]. Dunes in areas
of stable sediment grow from a sediment source in a “fingering mode” and align with the RDD [33].
Rubin and Hesp described the transition from transverse to linear dunes where the stability of the
sediment changes in the Qaidam Basin, China, which has a unimodal wind regime. The maximum gross
bedform-normal transport (MGBNT) orientations for our simulated winds are calculated following the
methods of [10]. Figure 10 shows the mean MGBNT for our different model simulations averaged over
all the dune locations. We find that all of our simulations predict the mean dune crestlines that are
within 45◦ to those observed on the surface assuming bedform instability. If we consider the 0 m/s
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threshold speed to lift particles, we see that the addition of topography (green dashed line) improved
the consistency between the simulated and observed dune orientations. The addition of only the added
torque alone decreased the consistency of the predicted bedform allometry. The closest predicted
orientation to the dune crestlines was the simulation with topography and added torque.

Figure 8. Direction of mean sand transport at grid cells with dunes present for four different threshold
wind speeds. The north–south and east–west transport vectors are averaged for each grid cell with
dunes present. This indicates the mean direction of sediment transport. Considering that most dune
orientations indicate a westerly resultant drift direction (RDD), this indicates how well our average
equatorial wind regime at dune locations matches the dune orientations and how that changes as a
function of saltation threshold.

Figure 9. RDD vectors for each simulation with wind threshold of 0 m/s overlaying the topographic
map with dune orientation vectors from Figure 2.
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Figure 10. Average predicted dune bedform crestline orientations from our four simulations at the grid
cells with dunes present along with the dune orientation direction. Similar to Figure 8, the north–south
and east–west crestline vectors are averaged for each grid cell with dunes present, then the average
bedform crestline is calculated. This indicates the mean direction of sediment transport. This figure
indicates how well our average equatorial wind regime at dune locations matches the average dune
alignment and how that changes as a function of saltation threshold.

Our simulations that are most consistent with longitudinal dunes based on the obliquity angle are
the simulations with topography and added torque, however this simulation lacks strong bimodality.
The lack of bimodality is at odds with the longitudinal dunes proposed by Radebaugh et al. [7].
However, the E.Q. torq. and topo. simulation results do fit with the Rubin and Hesp idea that linear
dunes can be aligned parallel to the main wind direction [4]. The dunes in their study are transverse
until they encounter a stabilizing agent, which forces them to align to the RDD.

3.4. Statistical Analysis

To quantitatively test the correlation between our model predictions and the dunes we use
two tests. First, we perform a point-biserial correlation between dune presence and model wind
speed. Point-biserial correlation is statistical test that determines the correlation coefficient between a
continuous and dichotomous variable. This tests whether dunes occur at locations with high wind
speeds. The second test compares our simulated RDD with the observed dune orientations. We measure
these directions in degrees from 0 to 360◦. To compare the consistency between our parameters and
dune orientations we take the cosine of the difference angle (difference in angle between RDD and
dune orientation). This gives us a value of −1, when the vectors are 180◦ apart and 1 when the vectors
are aligned. The mean cosine of the difference angle for each simulation is presented in Table 1.

The correlations between wind speed and dune presence are all positive, but 0.25 or less, as is
expected given that we have no information of sediment supply or cohesion. The simulations suggest
that there is a weak but positive relationship between the presence of dunes and the simulated wind
speed. The mean cosine of the difference angle indicates the correspondence of the simulated wind
direction and the dune orientation. Simulations with higher values have surface wind fields that are
more consistent with patterns suggested by the dunes. Our added torque and topography simulation
has a mean cosine of the difference angle of 0.95 between the RDD and dune directions. Given the
course resolution, this suggests that globally, dunes are responding to regional wind patterns that
are affected by the large-scale topography and that the added torque is a useful predictor of dune
orientations. Adding topography improved this alignment compared with the base case as more of the
winds became westerly. The RDD and dune orientations were least aligned in the simulation with
added torque and no topography.
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Table 1. Statistical tests comparing our simulated model parameters with dune presence and orientation
for a threshold speed of 0 m/s.

Statistical Test Base Case Topography EQ Torque Topography and
Torque

Wind speed and dune pres. cor. 0.24 0.01 0.25 0.20

RDD and dune dir. delta cos. −0.86 −0.24 −0.96 0.95

3.5. Time Analysis of Surface Winds

One hypothesis of dune formation on Titan comes from Tokano [6], who argued that relatively
strong westerly winds around the equinoxes are responsible for creating the dunes. Throughout most of
the year in their simulations the winds are easterly and less than 1 m/s, however around the equinoxes
the wind changes to westerly and increases up to 1.5 m/s. If the saltation threshold for Titan sediment is
between 1 and 1.5 m/s, then the dunes will only respond to the short window of westerly winds. We
investigate this hypothesis in our model. In Figure 11 we present the zonal wind throughout a Titan
year at 5 different latitudes, −30◦, −15◦, 0◦, 15◦, and 30◦. Our simulations do not produce stronger zonal
winds near equinox, however there is substantial variability in the base case model. The strongest winds
in our base case model occur at +/−30◦ latitude near the summer solstice. The simulations with added
torque do not display as strong of a seasonal cycle in wind speed and direction.

Figure 11. Zonal wind speed over one Titan year in the four simulations. From the top down, they are
the base case model (BC), BC with topography, BC with topography and added torque, and BC with
added torque. Not the difference in scale.
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4. Conclusions

Past work [5,34] has shown the importance of topography in determining surface wind patterns
on Titan, and authors [21] have shown that Titan’s dunes lie at high elevations. This work establishes
the important role that topography plays in determining the surface winds at dune locations and
shows that the addition of topography improves the correlations between dune presence and westerly
winds, the predominant direction expected from dune observations [2]. Furthermore, the addition of a
pressure dependent torque on the zonal winds creates a surface wind regime that is very consistent
with the formation of stabilized linear dunes.

We find that our base case simulation produces predominantly easterly winds in the tropics,
which are inconsistent with dune patterns on Titan. The inclusion of topography in our GCM changes
the wind regime, creating more westerly winds. With the included topography, our simulated winds
are bimodal and consistent with longitudinal dune formation over areas with unstable sediment.
Observations suggest that the morphology of dunes on Titan may be most consistent with longitudinal
dunes as well [1]. However, the average tropical wind in this simulation is only 0.3 m/s, which is much
weaker than in our base case simulation and may not be sufficient to transport sand particles.

The addition of topography and a torque correction term that depends on elevation and latitude
creates a wind pattern in which the mean wind direction matches the dune orientations to a remarkable
degree (mean cosine of the difference angle of 0.95). The added torque is prescribed to compensate
for the overly dissipative dynamical core, but that does not mean it cannot be informative for the
dune-forming winds. This high degree of consistency between the winds and dune orientations may
indicate a physical process that is shaping the dunes, or that improvements to the current dynamical
core may generate a wind regime that is consistent with Titan dune formation. Such a process could be
downslope winds.

The addition of this added torque reduces the modality of the wind, thus making it inconsistent
with MGBNT theory for unstable bedforms. It is not certain how much of a constraint bimodality is for
Titan’s dune-forming winds. Unimodal winds can also produce linear dunes when the sediment is
locally stabilized [4]. The stability of Titan’s sediment is currently unconstrained.

Furthermore, the presence of dunes only in highlands may indicate the presence of widespread
wetlands at low elevations on Titan where either the sediment supply is low, or the cohesion has
increased sufficiently to hinder saltation. The future mission (recently selected by NASA), “Dragonfly”,
is likely to provide new knowledge about the surface of Titan.

This paper highlights the importance of topography in models of Titan’s surface wind. Topography,
even at course 4 × 5◦ resolution, was necessary to form wind patterns that were consistent with
dune morphology. However, the dunes on Titan are responding to the local winds which are
variable on a much smaller scale than we are currently able to model. Thus, much higher resolution
GCMs or mesoscale models are required to resolve this interaction between the dune-forming winds
and topography.
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